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Many bacteria use flagella operated by rotary motors to swim. These 

complex structures contain more than 25 different proteins that self 

assemble to generate torque and regulate the sense of flagellar 

rotation. A key molecular event during chemotaxis is the interaction 

between the phosphorylated response regulator CheY (CheY-P) and the 

flagellar switch complex, which serves to switch the direction of 

flagellar rotation between clockwise and counterclockwise, in to order 

tumble or swim smoothly, respectively. The flagellar switch complex, 

composed of FliM, FliG and FliN, is responsible for the changes in the 

direction of rotation of the flagella, torque generation and flagellar 

assembly. FliM is the switch complex component that interacts with 

CheY-P and with the other two components of the switch complex and 

it is known to be important for flagellar assembly. FliG is known to 

interact with the motor complexes MotAB, which provide the energy 

necessary for torque generation. However, the interaction FliG-FliM is 

not primarily involved in flagellar assembly or torque generation but 

instead might play a critical role in switching. To understand the 

mechanism of flagellar switching and its relationship to torque 

generation and signal amplification, I have cloned, expressed, purified, 



 

characterized and crystallized for the first time a two-component 

flagellar switch complex FliM/FliG. The structure is in agreement with 

biochemical and mutational experiments in terms of interaction 

interface between FliG and FliM. Also, the structure shows an 

interesting conformation of FliG middle domain that is different to the 

one previously reported. A FliM dimer is reported and extensive 

biophysical studies have being performed to try to understand FliG –

mediated FliM self-assembly and how relevant it is to switching. Our 

crystal structure and biochemical studies provide new insights into a 

more complete model for the molecular mechanism of flagellar motor 

switching. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Bacterial Chemotaxis as a Signaling Pathway 

 Living organisms process extracellular information or stimuli via 

signal transduction pathways. Examples of extracellular stimuli 

include changes in pH, attractant and repellent chemical 

concentrations, temperature, light and presence of other organisms. 

Possible responses include gene expression, division, virulence and 

active movement towards a favorable environment. Most signal 

transduction pathways in eukaryotes involve phosphorylation by 

serine, threonine or tyrosine kinases. In prokaryotes, histidine kinase 

proteins are central player in signaling events that generate cellular 

responses. Because histidine kinases are essential in bacterial signal 

transduction pathways and are completely absent in humans, they are 

a potential target for anti-microbial drug development [1]. 

 Chemotaxis, a phenomenon by which motile bacterial cells 

respond to chemical gradients by moving toward a favorable 

environment, is one of the most studied signal transduction pathways 

in prokaryotes. This signal transduction pathway manifests 

remarkable sensitivity, gain and feedback control. Sensitivity is due to 

the amplification of the signal at the level of the receptor and the 

flagellar motor.  It is important for the cell to generate the right output 

signal by modulating the direction or speed of flagellar rotation. In 

some pathogens, motility and chemotaxis are crucial for colonization 

and infection [2]. Signaling systems that mediate such responses are 
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of interest, not only in representing a fundamental strategy for 

intracellular information processing, but also as potential targets for 

antimicrobial drug development.  

 

1.2 Chemotaxis as a two-component system 

 Two-component systems often control bacterial gene expression, 

division, chemotaxis and virulence. The components of the chemotaxis 

signaling system are the sensor histidine kinase, CheA, and the 

response regulators, CheY and CheB (Figure 1.1). The chemotaxis 

mechanism involves the binding of a ligand to the transmembrane 

methyl-accepting chemoreceptor proteins (MCPs). This binding 

produces conformational changes in the receptor which then activates 

the autophosphorylation of the histidine kinase CheA coupled to the 

receptor through CheW [3]. The gamma phosphoryl group of ATP is 

transferred to a specific histidine residue of the CheA phosphono 

transfer domain kinase [4].   CheA-P then transfers the phosphate to a 

highly conserved aspartate residue of the response regulator CheY [5, 

6]. After activation, CheY-P diffuses through the cytoplasm and 

associates with the flagellar motor inducing change in direction of 

flagellar rotation (switching). Chemotaxis excitation response involves 

switching of flagellar rotation between clockwise (CW) and counter-

clockwise (CCW).  
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Figure 1.1 Molecular mechanism of bacterial chemotaxis. A ligand 
binds (teal sphere) to the transmembrane methyl-accepting 
chemoreceptor proteins (MCPs, red) inducing conformational changes 
in the receptor that activate the autophosphorylation of CheA. CheA-P 
then transfers the phosphate to CheY, which then interacts with the 
flagellar motor to induce changes in the rotation of the flagella. 
Phosphatases, like CheC/CheX/FliY/CheZ, terminate this signal. The 
components of the system are label only with the unique letter (e.g. 
CheX is labeled as X). 

 

 

 The direction of the flagellar rotation determines whether the cell 

tumbles or swims smoothly [7]. In order to swim smoothly the flagella 

form a bundle and rotate CCW (Figure 1.2). This bundle is disrupted 

by the rotation of one flagellum to the opposite direction (CW). This 

disruption of the bundle produces a tumbling movement and causes 

the cell to reorient. Then the flagella again form a bundle under CCW 

movement and thereby smooth swimming re-initiates. 
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Figure 1.2 Swimming behavior of bacterial cells. In order to swim 
smoothly the flagella form a bundle and rotate CCW. This bundle is 
disrupted by the rotation of one flagellum to the opposite direction 
(CW). This disruption of the bundle is what causes the cell to reorient 
by producing a tumbling movement. Figure adapted from review [8] 

 

 Activated CheY (CheY-P) interacts with the flagellar motor at the 

location of the flagellar switch complex promoting CW rotation [9]. The 

switch complex might be intrinsically more stable in conformation 

CCW under ordinary conditions, only CheY binding to the switch can 

generate an appreciable probability of CW rotation and so allows the 

sensory transduction system to effectively moderate motility [10, 11]. 

This type of mechanism is called stochastic mechanism. The 

stochastic model asserts, merely, that CheY changes the stabilities of 

the two rotational states[10]. 
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1.3 The Bacterial Flagellar Motor 

 The flagellar motor is a molecular machine that converts 

electrochemical potential energy to mechanical work. More than 50 

genes are required for flagellar formation and function. The bacterial 

flagellum is composed of about 30 different proteins. These protein 

components localize in the cytoplasm, cytoplasmic membrane, the 

periplasmic space, outer-membrane and in the extracellular 

environment (Figure 1.3). These motors are driven by ion-motive force, 

using either protons or sodium ions.  

 
Figure 1.3 Schematic side view of H+-driven flagellar motor of 
Gram-negative bacteria. The studies in this dissertation focus on the 
flagellar switch components, FliG, FliM and FliN, which are located at 
the cytoplasmic ring, better known as the C ring. The figure includes 
the proposed location and copy number involved in torque generation. 
OM-outer membrane, PG-peptidoglycan cell wall, CM-cytoplasmic 
membrane. 
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Electron microscopy has generated reconstructed detailed 

images of the flagellar basal body that embeds in the inner membrane 

and extends into the cytoplasm (Figure 1.4). The MS-ring sits in the 

membrane and is generated by FliF. The cytoplasmic ring or C-ring 

extends from the MS-ring to the cytoplasm and it is composed of FliM 

and FliN. FliG remains partially in the membrane and binds to FliF 

and also to FliM [12].  

 

 
Figure 1.4 Molecular architecture of the intact flagellar motor in 
Borrelia burgdorferi revealed by Cryo-Electron Tomography. A) 
Central section of flagellar motor oriented perpendicular to the cell 
axis. C) Model proposed by Liu et al. in [13]. The stators (MotAB, teal) 
can be observed and the location of FliG n-terminal domain is 
suggested (yellow) 
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 Mutations in the genes that encode FliM, FliG and FliN show 

abnormal switching, paralysis, or lack of flagella [14] . Several studies 

have shown that each of these components can generate four different 

phenotypes: nonflagellated (Fla-), paralyzed (Mot-), switch biased to 

counterclockwise (Che-[CCW]), and switch biased to clockwise (Che-

[CW]). The greatest number of Mot- mutants was in FliG while the 

greatest number of switch-biased mutant was on FliM, which suggests 

that FliG is involved mainly in torque generation and flagellar rotation 

while FliM is mainly involved in switching.  

 

1.4 Flagellar Switch Complex  

 Genetic (in vivo suppression mutations, yeast-hybrid system), 

biochemical (in vitro affinity blotting, co-precipitation) and structural 

(electron microscopy) approaches have shown that FliM, FliN and FliG 

interact together to form what we call the “ flagellar switch complex” 

[15-20]. This complex is responsible for “switching” or changes in 

direction of the motor rotation after the binding of CheY-P. However, 

this is not the only function known. The switch complex is also 

essential for torque generation and flagellar assembly. 

 The flagellar switch complex is also known as the C-ring, or 

cytoplasmic ring because of its shape and location at the cytoplasmic 

face of the membrane-embedded flagellar basal body [21-23].  The 

stoichiometry of FliG, FliM, and FliN in the C-ring have been reported 

to be 26, 34, and ~100 copies, respectively [24-26].  
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FliM is critical in the switching mechanism  

 FliM is important for controlling the direction of motor rotation 

[9, 27]. A null FliM mutant is non-flagellated which suggests that FliM 

is important and required for flagellar assembly [18]. Mutation 

experiments suggest the N-terminal two third of FliM is important for 

switching or CW/CCW bias [27].  

 Strong evidence points to interactions between cytoplasmic 

components of the signal transduction pathway (i.e. CheY) and 

components of the switch complex [6, 11, 15, 27-29].  Previous 

research has shown that FliM is the component in the flagellar motor 

that binds directly to the response regulator CheY. We know from 

genetic and structural studies that CheY binds to the well-conserved 

FliM N-terminal peptide (LSQXEIDALL) [20, 30-33].  Some studies 

reveal that the CheY-binding domain on FliM corresponds to the first 

15 residues in the N-terminus of FliM including: ten-residue segment 

deletions [17], crosslinking experiments [31], fluorescence and NMR 

spectroscopy experiments [32] and x-ray crystallography studies [33]. 

Nevertheless, deletions experiments of the first 60 residues of FliM 

revealed coprecipitation with CheY suggesting that multiple domains 

of FliM are involved in the interaction with the response regulator [34]. 

 With the use of stable phosphate analogs, it has been observed 

that changes occur in CheY conformation upon phosphorylation in the 

Escherichia coli (E.coli) system. The CheY-P and FliM interaction is 

phosphorylation-dependent since CheY binds stronger to FliM when 

phosphorylated [30], however is has been seen that CheY still binds to 

FliM without being phosphorylated. Phosphorylation induces remote 
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conformational changes in CheY that are responsible for increased 

affinity with FliM [17, 31, 32]. Early studies suggested that FliM does 

not directly recognize the phosphoryl group of CheY-P. NMR and x-ray 

crystallography studies using beryllium fluoride (BeF3- ) as a 

phosphate analog show movement of CheY helix-4 (H4) towards the 

active site [33, 35]. The crystal structure of CheY- BeF3- in complex 

with the first 16 N-terminal residues of FliM shows that the short 

peptide binds to the H4-β4-H5 face of CheY- BeF3-, and this location is 

actually opposite to the phosphorylation site [33]. It has being 

previously suggested that H4-β4-H5 face of CheY is an important 

interaction surface for FliM binding [35, 36]. Another important 

conformational change involves the position of Tyr 106. In the 

activated structure, CheY Tyr106 is in a buried conformation. The 

rotation of Tyr106 into the buried or ‘in’ position is important because 

otherwise it would interfere with the binding to the flagellar motor. 

NMR experiments also confirm the same buried reorientation of 

Tyr106 in CheY upon activation [35].   

 

FliN may be involved in flagellar assembly and export 

 FliM not only interacts with CheY but also with FliN, the second 

component of the flagellar switch complex. FliN has an important role 

in flagellar assembly and may be implicated in flagellar export [37]. 

The crystal structure of TMFliN shows a tetramer arrangement similar 

to that of the HrQB C-terminal domain [38]. The HrQB protein from P. 

syrangae belongs to the secretion apparatus of the type III system 

used by pathogenic bacteria for the export of virulence factors. FliN 
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interacts with FliM C-terminal [17, 39, 40] as HrQB interacts with 

HrQA in the type III system [41]. When FliM is overexpressed in 

defective FliN mutants, the cells start swarming again[16]. In the same 

way, when FliN is overexpressed in FliM mutants, the cell also 

recovers from the defect. These results suggest that FliM and FliN in 

fact interact with each other. It is believed that FliN and FliM act in a 

cooperative manner. The null mutant of FliN is non-flagellated and 

lacks FliM in the cell [42]. The interaction between FliN and FliM is 

then important for the stability and/or proper folding of FliM [42]. In a 

FliN/FliM flagellar switch fusion mutant analysis, it was found that 

these two components act as a unit [39]. Also in electron microscopy 

experiments by the DeRosier research group show how FliN and FliM 

associate within the C-ring [21]. 

 

FliG talks to the stator (MotAB) to generate torque 

The third component of the flagellar switch complex is FliG. The N-

terminal domain of FliG is important for flagellar assembly and for 

proper switching since it is the site of attachment to the MS-ring [16]. 

If this domain is deleted the mutants show no flagellation [43].  The C-

terminal domain is needed for torque generation since this region 

interacts with the energy generator (stator) of the system. If residues at 

the C-terminal domain (last 95 residues) are mutated, they show a 

phenotype where toque generation is abolished [16].  

 FliG has conserved charged residues clustered on a ridge in the 

C-terminal domain. It is predicted that this charge-bearing ridge is the 

region of interaction with MotA (PomA) of the stator. MotA (PomA), with 
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MotB (PomB), conducts either protons or sodium ions and couples ion 

flow to produce motor rotation ([12] for review). MotA/MotB are 

integral membrane proteins surrounding the flagellar basal body[44-

48]. This interaction between FliG and MotAB is critical for torque 

generation. It should be mentioned that the stator is the only region 

that is static and not labile of the flagellar motor. MotB possesses a 

peptidoglycan-binding motif in the periplasmic domain that keeping 

the MotAB accord to the cell membrane [49, 50].  

 

FliM and FliG interaction 

 A good number of biochemical and mutagenesis experiments 

have shown that FliG and FliM interact. FliG and FliM are co-isolated 

when either of the components is tagged with a Glutathione-S-

transferase (GST) fusion and purified with glutathione affinity columns 

[51]. FliG interacts with FliM through the middle domain, as reveled by 

a yeast hybrid experiment [19]. The Macnab research group showed by 

affinity blotting a strong interaction between FliM middle domain and 

FliG [20]. The Blair research group was able to identify more than one 

region of FliM involved in the interaction with FliG [34]. They identified 

a highly conserved glycine rich region on FliM. As shown on Figure 

1.5, the GGXG motif on FliM is highly conserved. This region is located 

in the middle domain of FliM and it is very likely to be involved in the 

interaction between FliG and FliM. In experiments done in the E. coli 

system, a change of a residue in this motif causes reduction in binding 

to FliG [34]. Previously, Sockett et al. also identified mutants in this 

region that resulted in paralyzed phenotype [27]. However, deletion  
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Figure 1.5 Multialignment of FliM sequences from various 
bacterial species. Secondary structural elements are shown above the 
sequence. Highly conserved residues are shown in black. Residues 
conserved within either only the first or second of two subfamilies of 
FliM sequences are shown in red (proteobacteria) and green (Gram-
positive bacteria, thermotogae, and spirochetes). 
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mutants of the GGXG conserved motif showed no effect in binding 

with FliG, which suggested that multiple noncontiguous segments of 

FliM bind to FliG [34].  

 Also, FliG interacts with FliM through multiple binding sites. 

FliG has a conserved hydrophobic patch surface in the C-terminal 

domain opposite to both the charge-bearing ridge and also the highly 

conserved EHPQR motif on the surface of the middle domain (Figure 

1.6). Mutational analysis combined with pull-down assays [52] and 

two hybrid mutation suppression analysis [53] suggest that these two 

conserved regions function as sites of interaction with FliM. 

 

 
Figure 1.6 Multialignment of FliG sequences from various 
bacterial species. Red box labels the fragment FliGm195 used in the 
structural studies described in Chapter 2. Secondary structural 
elements (e.g. alpha helix) are shown above and are color coded to 
imitate the color used in Chapter 2 for the structure. Highly conserved 
residues EHPQ and R (EHPQR motif) are highlighted by a blue box. 
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 By binding to both domains of FliG, FliM could dictate their 

relative orientation [54]. FliM conformational changes after CheY-P 

binding could be transmitted to FliG. This interaction between FliM 

and FliG is critical for switching.  

 The FliM/FliG ratio in the cytoplasm and flagellar structure 

seems to be important for proper motility [17] and switching.  It has 

been suggested that conformational changes in FliM induced by the 

binding of CheY-P could be propagated to the FliG motility domain, 

triggering the switch between CCW and CW rotation [51]. 

Unfortunately, this mechanism has yet to be proven. As mentioned 

previously, the stoichiometry of FliM and FliG is 34 and 26, 

respectively. Reconstructions from electron cryomicrographs of the 

rotor revealed that the C-ring has a ~34 fold symmetry and the MS 

ring shows ~25-fold symmetry [55]. The symmetry of the C-ring 

matches the number of FliM molecules in the C-ring. The 

stiochiometry of FliG suggests that it is located between the C-ring and 

the MS ring with a ratio of 1:1 with the only component of the MS ring, 

FliF.  

 Most studies of the flagellar switch complex have been done in 

E.coli and Salmonella typhimurium. The best structural information 

that we currently have on the intact switch complex comes from 

electron microscopy image re-collection done mainly in Salmonella, 

and more recently in Borellia burgdorferi. At the atomic level, the most 

accurate structural information of the components is from x-ray 

structural studies of Thermotoga maritima components. The crystal 

structures of individual fragments of Thermotoga maritima FliM (16 
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residues N-terminal peptide, middle domain), FliN (2/3 C-terminal 

domain) and FliG (middle and C-terminal domain) have been 

determined [33, 38, 54, 56, 57]. However, in order to elucidate the 

flagellar switching and torque mechanism and to understand all the 

biochemical, mutational and physiological data available, more 

structural information is needed. Especially important, would be 

structures of complexes of two or more components of the flagellar. In 

this dissertation, the x-ray crystal structure of a complex between FliM 

and FliG is presented and an updated structural model for the C-ring 

is developed to provide new insight into the mechanism of switching.
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CHAPTER 2  

STABLE ANALOGS OF PHOSPHO-CHEY (CHEY-P)  

 

2.1 Introduction 

 The interaction between the chemotaxis kinase, targets, and 

phosphatases with CheY-P is transient. The rapid turnover of these 

phosphatases does not permit a stable complex between the response 

regulator and any partner. The acyl phosphate linkage of CheY-P is 

extremely labile with a half-life of seconds [1]. Stable CheY phosphoryl 

analogs are essential for structural characterization. In order to obtain 

a stable analog of the activated CheY, three different chemical 

strategies can be used. These strategies involve a constitutively active 

double mutant of CheY, the use of BeF-3, and synthesis of 

phosphonomethylated-CheY. 

The first approach involves the use of CheY mutants that are 

active without phosphorylation. The mutant CheY D13KY106W 

(residues corresponding to E.coli), causes both hyperactive (increasing 

tumbling) phenotype in vivo and increase FliM-binding in vitro [2-4]. It 

is suggested by Dyer et.al. that these activating mutants do not cause 

the protein to switch constitutively to the active conformation 

suggesting  that these mutations allows a more facile transformation 

to the active form [4]. 

The second approach uses BeF3-, which mimics phosphorylation 

of bacterial response regulators, both structurally and functionally [5]. 

BeF3- forms an tetrahedral geometry of Be with F and O ligands, as 

occurs with P and its O ligands (Figure C3). Structures of activated 
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response regulator using BeF3- are available [6-8] including complexes 

with other proteins [9, 10]. The preparation of this phosphoryl analog 

is sensitive to the presence of NaF-, BeCl2 and MgCl2.  

 

 
Figure 2.1 Stable CheY phosphoryl analog BeF3-. Schematic 
drawing of the postulated BeF3-—Asp complex and its biological 
counterpart phosphorylated Asp (P-Asp). 

 

CheY-BeF3- shows stronger binding to FliM N-terminal domain, 

higher affinity to CheZ and lower affinity to CheA than CheY, just like 

CheY-P [5, 11]. An NMR structure of Chey-BeF3- reveals structural 

changes upon activation such as the side chain of Tyr106 restrained 

in a buried position, and Thr87 forming a hydrogen bond with an 

active site acceptor [11]. 

The third approach requires the combination of site directed 

mutagenesis and chemical modification leading to a stable activated 

protein, called phosphono-CheY [12, 13] (Figure C4).  Details about the 

synthesis of phosphono-CheY are mentioned in the section of Methods 

and Materials of this chapter. 
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Figure 2.2 Phosphonomethylation of CheY. Comparison of CheY-P 
to phosphono CheY. Schematic drawing of the phosphonomethylation 
of D57C CheY. 

 

 The phosphono-CheY analog is much more stable than CheY-P 

and shows the same properties as activated CheY in terms of 

interaction with FliM and CheZ [13]. Activation by the presence of the 

phosphonomethyl group also involves propagation of structural 

changes away from the active site (Asp57 in E.coli, Asp54 in 

T.maritima). Opposite to the active double mutant, phosphono-CheY 

might not distinguish between CW or CCW. Displacement of the 

Tyr106 from solvent-exposed to a more internal position is also 

observed for phosphono-CheY. This conformational switch is a 

hallmark of activation and needed to bind targets. 
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2.1 Methods and Materials 

CheY mutagenesis and phosphonomethylation 

The gene encoding T. maritima CheY (full-length, residue 1-120) was 

PCR cloned into the vector pET28a. The cheY point mutation of the 

conserved aspartate D54 into cysteine was introduced by Quickchange 

mutagenesis and verified by DNA sequencing. After a careful 

examination of TM CheY sequence and structure, a native cysteine 

(C81) was found that could complicate modification. Surprisingly, the 

native cysteine is close enough to the mutant cysteine to form a 

disulfide bridge.  CheY was then subjected to a second site-directed 

mutagenesis to change C81 into a non-reactive serine (CheY C81S). 

The CheY double mutant (TM CheY D54C, C81S) was expressed with a 

6-His tag in E. coli strain BL21 in Terrific Broth with kanamycin 

selection (25µg/mL). The protein was then purified on Nickel-NTA 

columns and the His-tags removed by thrombin digestion. The protein 

was further purified by a Superdex75 sizing column in GF buffer (Tris 

50mM pH 7.5, NaCl 150 mM, 10mM DTT) and concentrated by 

centrifugation. The concentrated CheY double mutant was sent to 

University of North Carolina at Wilmington, where our collaborator 

Prof. Christopher Halkides and his graduate student Ryan M. Haas 

phosphonomethylated the protein.   

 

CheY D10K Y101W 

The CheY active mutant was identified in E.coli. After sequence 

alignment of Thermatoga maritima and E.coli cheY, the residues D13K 

and P101W were selected for mutagenesis. The aspartate is conserved 
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in both species (E.coli  D10) while Phe is an aromatic residue just like 

Y106. These residues were subjected to mutagenesis following the 

same protocol mentioned in the previous section. 

 
Figure 2.3 MALDI-TOF Linear Mode Spectrum of phosphono-CheY. 
The highest intensity peak 13582 Da, corresponds to the molecular 
weight of CheY plus the phosphonomethylation. Also takes in 
consideration the weight of additional residues after thrombin cleavage 
after purification.  

2.2 Preliminary results 

 As part of collaboration with the Halkides Research Lab in North 

Carolina, I performed the mutagenesis of T.maritima CheY. The double 

mutant TMCheY D54C C81S was sent to North Carolina to complete 

the synthesis of the phosphonomethylated CheY. (See section Methods 

and Materials for more details).  The phophonomethylation was 

confirmed using MALDI MS (Figure 2.3). In collaboration with Jaya 

Bhatnagar, the three different CheY analogs mentioned previously 

were tested for FliM binding (See Chapter 3). 
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CHAPTER 3 

STRUCTURAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF THE FLAGELLAR 

SWITCH COMPLEX COMPONENTS FLIM AND FLIG 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 Many bacteria use flagella operated by rotary motors to swim. 

These complex structures contain more than 25 different proteins that 

self assemble to generate torque and regulate the sense of flagellar 

rotation. A key molecular event during chemotaxis is the interaction 

between the phosphorylated response regulator CheY (CheY-P) and the 

flagellar switch complex, which serves to switch the direction of 

flagellar rotation between clockwise and counterclockwise, in order to 

tumble or swim smoothly, respectively. The flagellar switch complex, 

composed of FliM, FliG and FliN, is responsible for the changes in the 

direction of rotation of the flagella, torque generation and flagellar 

assembly. FliM is the switch complex component that interacts with 

CheY-P and with the other two components of the switch complex and 

it is known to be important for flagellar assembly. FliG is known to 

interact with the motor complexes MotAB, which provide the energy 

necessary for torque generation. However, the interaction FliG-FliM is 

not primarily involved in flagellar assembly or torque generation but 

instead might play a critical role in switching. To understand the 

mechanism of flagellar switching and its relationship to torque 

generation and signal amplification, I have cloned, expressed, purified, 

characterized and crystallized for the first time a two-component 
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flagellar switch complex FliMm/FliGm. The structure is in agreement 

with biochemical and mutational experiments in terms of interaction 

interface between FliG and FliM. Also, the structure shows an 

interesting conformation of FliGm that is different to the one 

previously reported [1]. Also a FliM dimer is reported and extensive 

biophysical studies have being performed to try to understand FliG –

mediated FliM self-assembly and how relevant it is to switching.  

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

Protein Preparation 

Genes encoding Thermotoga maritima FliM residues 1-249 (FliMm), the 

CheY-binding peptide and CheC-like domain, and FliG residues 117-

195 (FliGm195), including the middle domain and linker, were PCR 

cloned into the vector peT28a (Novagen) and expressed with a 6-

histidine (His) tag in E. coli strain BL21-DE3 (Novagen) in Lysogenic 

Broth (LB) with kanamycin selection (25µg/ml). The proteins were 

purified on Nickel-NTA columns, and their His-tags were removed by 

thrombin digestion. The proteins were combined and further 

purification on a Superdex200 sizing column (Pharmacia), followed by 

concentration (Centriprep; Amicon) in GF buffer (50 mM Tris pH7.5, 

150 mM NaCl and 4.5 mM DTT). The complex of FliMNM and FliGM was 

coeluted on the Superdex200 column during a second run. 
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Crystallization and Data Collection 

Multiple initial conditions for growing FliGm195/FliMm complex 

crystals were found in commercial screening solutions (Hampton). The 

crystals with the best morphology appeared in a 2ul drop (1:1 mixture 

of protein in GF buffer and reservoir) from a sealed well under vapor 

diffusion against a reservoir of 0.1 MES pH 6.5, 10% dioxane and 

1.6M ammonium sulfate (Hampton Research). Diffraction data was 

collected under 100 K nitrogen stream at Cornell High-Energy 

Synchrotron Source (A1) on a CCD detector (Quantum-210, Area 

Detector System). The data sets were reduced and scaled using 

HKL2000 [2]. 

 

Structure Determination and Refinement  

The FliGm195/FliMm complex structure was determined by molecular 

replacement with PHASER [3] using as a model the RCSB deposited 

coordinates PDB codes: 2HP7 (TMFliM) and 1LKV (TMFliG). Several 

residues of FliGm195 (helices E) were removed from the initial model 

and rebuilt manually. The final model was refined with the program 

CNS amidst cycles of manual model building [4].  

 

Protein mutagenesis and spin-labeling 

Four residues in the TMFliMm ( Glu 60,Asp 79, Asp 121, Ser 167) and 

four residues in FliGmc ( Ser 248, Glu 274, Asp 290, Glu 305) were 

separately mutated to cysteine (Table 2.1). The cysteine point 

mutations were introduced by QuickChange mutagenesis and verified  
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Table 3.1 Protein samples cloned, purified and prepared for ESR 
experiments. The cysteine mutations were carefully selected in order 
to be surface exposed for easy labeling.  

 

Protein Residues 
MW 

(kD) 
Labeled? 

TMFliMnm 1-249 29.1 No 

TMFliMnm 60C 1-249 29.1 Yes 

TMFliMnm D121C 1-249 29.1 Yes 

TMFliMnm D79C 1-249 29.1 Yes 

TMFliMnm S167C 1-249 29.1 Yes 

TMFliGmc 104-335 26.3 No 

TMFliGmc S248C 104-335 26.3 Yes 

TMFliGmc E274C 104-335 26.3 Yes 

TMFliGmc D290C 104-335 26.3 Yes 

TMFliGmc  E305C 104-335 26.3 Yes 

TMFliGm169 117-169 5.9 No 

TMFliGm195 117-195 8.9 No 

TMFliGc 180-335 17.8 No 

TMFliGc 195-335 16.1 No 

TMFliGc 209-335 14.7 No 

TMCheY 1-120 13.2 No 

TMCheY BeF- 1-120 13.2 No 

TMCheY D10K P101W 1-120 13.2 No 

TM phophono-CheY 1-120 13.2 No 
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by sequencing. Neither protein contains cysteine residues in its native 

sequence. Proteins were labeled for 4 hours at room temperature and 

overnight at 4°C with 5–10 mM 1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrolinyl-3-

methyl)-methanethiosulfonate (MTSSL; Toronto Research, Toronto-

Figure 3.1) in gel-filtration buffer (GF) while the His-tagged proteins 

were bound to nickel–nitrilotriacetic acid agarose beads. The proteins 

were eluted with GF after 6–12h of incubation with thrombin and then 

purified using size exclusion chromatography. Incorporation of the 

label was confirmed by ESR spectroscopy. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Reaction of methanethiosulfonate (MTSSL) spin label 
with a cysteine-containing protein to produce the nitroxide side 
chain. In site-directed spin labeling a cysteine is engineered in the 
desired position and then reacted with MTSSL, which has an unpaired 
electron. 

 

Pulsed-ESR measurements 

For measuring signals from protein complexes, the proteins were 

mixed together and the sample incubated at room temperature for 30-

60 minutes before flash cooling in liquid N2 for ESR experiments. 

Protein concentrations were 50 µM each when used for DEER 

experiments. Concentrations were determined using Bradford Assay. 
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Pulsed dipolar electron spin resonance spectroscopy (PDS ESR, or PDS 

for short) yields the distance, r between electron spins residing on a 

molecule of interest. PDS involves measuring magnetic dipolar 

couplings between two (or more) unpaired electrons. In our case, the 

spins are nitroxide spin-labels attached specifically to genetically 

engineered cysteine residues on a protein [5]. Currently, the two most 

common methods for distance measurements from dipolar spin-

couplings are pulsed double electron-electron resonance (DEER or 

PELDOR) [6] and double-quantum coherence (DQC) [7, 8].  DEER was 

used during these experiments. DEER requires a less demanding 

experimental setup and better references the dipolar signal to the 

subtracted background, which is a desirable feature in the context of 

this work.  Four-pulse DEER experiments were carried out at 17.3 

GHz on a specially constructed 2D-FT ESR spectrometer modified to 

support PDS as described previously [7, 9]. For a review of this method 

see [10]. 

 

3.3 Results 

In-vitro reconstitution of flagellar complexes 

 Crystal structures for Thermotoga maritima FliM middle domain 

(FliMm) and FliG middle and carboxy-terminal domain (FliGmc) have 

being published previously by the Crane and Blair labs respectively [1, 

11]. The first attempt to crystallize a reconstituted complex employed 

exactly the same fragments used by these groups for crystallization of 

the individual components. The complex is well behaved in solution. 

Pull-down assays and size exclusion chromatography data suggest a 
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tight interaction between these two fragments of FliM and FliG 

(Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Crystallization of this complex failed despite 

several attempts using a large range of precipitant, buffers and 

additives.  Other switch complex reconstituted systems in different 

bacterial species are reported in Appendix A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2 TMFliM/TMFliG pull down assay. These experiments 
were performed using his-tagged labeled FliGmc and FliM1-249. The 
first lane is a control of his-tagged FliG* bound to the Nickel resin, 
while in the second lane containing only FliM, which lacks a his-tag. 
In the last lane, an interaction between FliM and FliG* is observed, as 
FliG* is able to “pull-down” unlabeled FliM.  
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Figure 3.3 Size exclusion chromatography profile for Thermotoga 
maritima FliM1-249 and FliGmc. The blue curve corresponds to FliG 
profile while the red one corresponds to FliM. When FliM and FliG are 
co-eluted using size exclusion chromatography, a shift towards a 
higher molecular weight that corresponds to the complex can be 
observed (yellow curve). One sample corresponding to each peak was 
run in a SDS-page gel to confirm quality and purity of the proteins and 
presence of the complex (laneC).  

 

 In a new approach to crystallize the complex, FliG middle 

domain was cloned according to the secondary structural elements 

and the tertiary structure published by the Blair group [1]. The first 

two of residues were eliminated because of apparent instability based 

on the lack of electron density in Blair’s maps. The fragment was 

truncated in two different regions creating two different FliM middle 

domain fragments. The first clone was truncated at residue 169 

(FliGm169), fragment considered by the Blair lab just as the middle 

domain, while the second clone was truncated at residue 195 

(FliGm195) in order to include the long extended linker reported in the 
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same study. With size exclusion chromatography to reconstitute and 

characterize the complexes, it was determined that the best behaved 

system was FliMnm co-eluted with FliMGm195. As it is observed in 

Figure 3.4, the peak corresponding to the complex shows a shift 

toward a higher molecular weight. Samples of this peak were run on a 

SDS gel to prove that in fact it corresponds to the complex. From the 

SDS gel it is evident that FliGm195 shows two bands, the smaller 

probably corresponding to the loss of the linker by proteolysis. Such 

aspects would correspond to fragment FliGm169 because it runs at 

similar molecular weight on SDS-PAGE compared to this smaller 

FliGm fragment, which was cloned for comparison (data not shown). 

Figure 3.4 Size exclusion chromatography profile for Thermotoga 
maritima FliM1-249 and FliGm195. The blue curve corresponds to 
FliG profile while the red one corresponds to FliM. When FliM and FliG 
are co-eluted using size exclusion chromatography, a shift towards a 
higher molecular weight corresponding to the complex is observed 
(yellow curve). The samples corresponding to the peak corresponding 
to complex were run in a SDS gel to confirm quality and presence of 
the complex. Two bands are observed for FliG, one that corresponds to 
minor proteolytic degradation.  
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Crystallization of the FliM and FliG complex  

 Crystallization screens using the re-constituted complex 

FliMnm/FliGm195 produced crystals in several conditions. Crystals 

shown in Figure 3.5A were the easiest to reproduce. They appeared in 

about 3 days using the hanging-drop technique at room temperature 

and 0.1 M MES pH 6.5, 10% dioxane and 1.6M ammonium sulfate as 

the reservoir solution. To confirm that these crystals corresponded to 

the complex and not to an individual component, several crystals were 

run on a SDS gel (Figure 3.5B) and the band corresponding to the 

right molecular weight of FliGm195 was sent for mass spectrometry 

analysis. Two FliGm195 fragments, 158-175 and 182-195, were 

identified and confirmed from in-gel Glu-C digest and nano LC-MS/MS 

analysis of the protein band (data not shown). These two fragments 

correspond to the last 1/3 of FliG middle domain and the linker. At 

this stage, we were confident that these crystals corresponded to 

FliGm195/FliMm complex. 

Figure 3.5 FliM+FliGm195 crystals. A) Crystals grew in clusters that 
had to be carefully broken before collecting data. B) Lane 1 is a control 
of the purified complex in solution while lane 2 corresponds to the 
crystals fished out from the crystallization drop, rinsed and dissolved 
in loading buffer. This gel confirms the crystals are of the complex. 
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FliM and FliG complex structure 

 The structure of Thermotoga maritima FliM middle (FliMm) 

domain and FliG middle domain (FliGm195) as a complex was 

determined at 3.5 Å by molecular replacement using the available 

coordinates for FliM middle domain (FliMm, residues 46-228) and FliG 

middle and carboxy-terminal domains (FliGmc, residues117-195) 

(Figure 3.6).  Among the 1-249 residues of the expressed FliM protein, 

the N-terminal 45 residues and the C-terminal 11 residues electron 

density are absent. Because of the absence of the N-terminal domain, 

this component will be referred to as FliMm (FliM middle domain) from 

now on. It is very likely that these regions are disordered in the 

absence of CheY and/or another flagellar component.  

 

Table 3.2 Data collection and refinement statistics  

 

Parameter Statistics 

Resolution (Å) 15-3.5 

Highest resolution shell (Å) 3.5 

Observed reflections 14233 

Unique reflections 11126 

Completeness (%) 78.2 

Rwork/Rfree 0.2930/0.3180 

Space Group P3(2)21 

Cell Dimensions 91.39, 91.39, 226.52, 90.00, 90.00, 120.00 
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 The structure of FliMm resembles the structure published 

previously by Park et al. [11]. In general, three  α-helices (α1-α3) and 

three β-strands (β1-β3) duplicate to form a pseudo-symmetric α/β/α 

three-layered sandwich. The six β-strands are antiparallel. A 2-fold 

symmetry axis perpendicular to the central β-sheet relating the two 

halves of the protein can be observed.  

 In the case of FliGm195, we observe electron density 

corresponding to residues 117-195. This small fragment is composed 

of five helices (A-E) arranged in a right-handed super-helix. There is a 

striking difference between the FliGm195 in the complex crystal 

structure vs. the one published by the Blair lab attached to the C-

terminal domain (FliGmc). As Figure 3.7, FliGmc shows an extended 

alpha helix (E) connecting the middle and the C-terminal domains. In 

the case of FliGm195 the helix E is packed towards the rest of the 

compact helical domain hypothetically placing the C-terminal domain 

in a very different orientation compared with the FliGmc structure.  
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Figure 3.6 FliM/FliGm195 crystal structure. The structure reveals a 
direct interaction of FliG and FliM through highly conserved residues, 
including the GGPG motif on FliM α3-α1’ loop. C stands for C-terminal 
while N stands for N-terminal. In the case of FliG the N-terminal 
domain interacts with the MS ring while the C-terminal domain 
interacts with the stator MotAB. FliM both N and C-terminal domains 
are facing in opposite directions to the region of interaction with FliG. 
The FliM N-terminal domain is known to interact with CheY-P while 
the C-terminal domain interacts with FliN. 
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of the FliG middle domain in our structure 
vs. the one previously published by the Blair lab. A) In our 
structure, FliG middle domain tertiary structure shows the linker (E) 
interacting with the core while in B) The linker helix (E) is extended 
and solvent exposed.  

 

 Within the asymmetric unit cell, we find two FliMm molecules 

and two FliGm195 molecules, with each FliMm binding one FliGm195. 

The site of interaction in FliM corresponds to the loop between α3 and 

α1’ where the highly conserved GGXG motif is located (Figure 1.5). In 

the case of FliGm195 the site of interaction includes the highly 

conserved residues EHPQ between helices A and B (Figure 1.6). The 

two FliM molecules form an antiparallel dimer with two-fold symmetry 

(Figure 3.8). The interaction interface in this dimer involves the long 

helices (∝1 and ∝1’) of each molecule. This interaction causes the 

FliGm195 molecules to be located at opposite sides of the FliM dimer.  
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Figure 3.8 FliM antiparallel dimer observed in the crystal 
structure. The interface involves ∝1 and ∝1’. The loops where the 
motif GGXG is located are found in opposite directions. The blue 
spheres correspond to the spin labeled sites used during the ESR 
experiments. ESR results suggest the presence of a similar dimer in 
solution.  

 

 

Electron Spin Resonance experiments of FliM and FliG 

 As mentioned previously, the reported crystal structure includes 

FliM middle domain in complex with FliG middle domain. However it 

would be very interesting to have information on the location of FliG C-

terminal domain in order to have a more complete picture of the 

flagellar switch complex. One technique that is very useful for 
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mapping domain positions is Pulsed-dipolar electron spin resonance 

spectroscopy in concert with site-directed spin labeling. 

 Pulsed dipolar electron spin resonance spectroscopy is a 

powerful technique for obtaining long-range distance constraints in 

protein complexes when combining the technique with double spin 

labeling. The long-distance constraints can be delivered in a distance 

range of 10 to 80 Å.  Information about spin-spin separation distance 

can be obtained by measuring the dipolar interaction between two 

spins placed within the protein complex [12] ([10] is a good review of 

ESR technique). The ESR distance measurements are based on 

determining the magnitude of the static dipole-dipole couplings 

between the spins of unpaired electrons of the NO groups of the 

nitroxides.  

 With the collaboration of Jaya Bhatnagar of the Crane group we 

were able to obtain very useful information regarding the interactions 

between FliM and FliG, FliM and FliM and how different phosphate 

analogs affect assembly state. Interestingly, we found that both middle 

and C-terminal domains of FliG are required for FliM oligomerization 

(Figure 3.9). When either FliGm195 or FliGc was used the signal 

amplitude stayed the same as the spin labeled FliM alone. Spin labeled 

FliM itself does not give dipolar signal because it is predominantly a 

monomer in solution. The oligomerization observed in these 

experiments indicates FliM dimerization.  
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Figure 3.9 Effect of different fragments of wild type FliG on  
FliM 60. Spin-labeled FliM at residue 60 oligomerize in the presence of 
FliG middle and c-terminal domain protein fragment (purple curve). 
The signal in this case increases, suggesting close spin interaction. 
FliG middle domain (green curve) or the different fragments of FliG C-
terminal domain (red and teal curves) alone do not have the same 
effect. No signal is observed meaning that there is no dipolar 
interaction between two labeled FliM molecules.  
 

 In Figure 3.10a, we can observe CheY-BeF3- behaving just like 

CheY wild type. They both increase FliM signal to the same magnitude, 

suggesting that FliM oligomerization is formed in the presence of even 

WT CheY. We see two different oligomer species being produced, one at 

short distance and one at long distance that are not present in the 

absence of CheY. Using the same conditions, FliM oligomer population  

increases even more when phosphono-CheY is present (Figure 3.10b). 

The double activated mutant (CheY D10K F101W) was also tested 

(data not shown) but the signal was just like CheY wild type and CheY-

BeF3-.  
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of CheY-BeF3 and CheY-phosphono on 
FliM oligomerization. 

 

 

 When spin labeled FliM is in the presence of wild type FliG and 

CheY or phosphono-CheY (a stable phosphate analog, see Chapter 2) 

the change in the dipolar amplitude varies depending on the position 

of the spin label (Figure 3.11). In the case of FliM167C, the addition of 

CheY and phosphono-CheY reduces the dipolar amplitude. We see two 

different oligomer species, one at short distance and one at long 

distance, even in the absence of CheY. Inactivated CheY (WT CheY) 

produces more of the species at the shortest distance compared with 

phosphono-CheY. For the FliM labeled at residue 121, the addition of 

CheY WT increases the signal amplitude slightly, while phosphono-

CheY increases it to a greater degree. In this case, we see only one 

main oligomeric species at long distance. In the case of FliM labeled at 

A
 

B 
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residue 60, in the absence of CheY we do not see any signal or 

presence of a FliM-FliM oligomer. If the inactive CheY is added, the 

dipolar signal increases, indicating co-localization of the spins and 

hence oligomerization. Phosphono-CheY increases the signal 

drastically, increasing the population of oligomer species that gives 

short distance between spins.  

 

 
Figure 3.11 Effect of CheY, Phosphono CheY and CheY active 
double mutant on FliM self-association in presence of WT FliGmc. 
FliM labeled at the residues 60, 121 and 167 was used during these 
experiments.  
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 Interesting results were also observed when labeled FliG was 

tested in the presence of wild type FliM and after addition of inactive 

CheY or phosphono-CheY (Figure 3.12). The experiments show very 

broad distributions. When the spin label is at FliGmc residue 305, the 

signal amplitude increases when phosphono-CheY is present. On the 

other hand, when FliGmc is labeled at residue 274, the presence of 

phosphono-CheY decreases the signal amplitude.  In both cases even 

in the absence of CheY, FliG oligomerization is observed. 

 

 
Figure 3.12 Effect of CheY and Phosphono CheY on FliG self-
association in presence of wild type FliM. FliGmc spin-labeled at 
residues 274 and 305 were used.  
 

 Experiments with labeled FliM and FliG were performed with the 

intention to calculate distances between FliM middle domain and FliG 

c-terminal domain that is not present in the crystal structure. In 

Figure 3.13 in both experiments we observe only an additive effect, 

meaning that in both cases, the distance distributions reflect only the 
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FliG-FliG interactions and FliM-FliM interactions. Additional FliG-

FLiM interactions cannot easily be resolved.  

 

 
Figure 3.13 Distances between FliM60 and FliG274 and 305 
 

3.4 Discussion  

FliGm195/FliMm crystal structure  

 In this chapter we are reporting for the first time the structure of 

a complex of switch components. This crystal structure provides much 

information about the FliM and FliG interaction, the main players of 

the flagellar switch mechanism. The structure of FliM is quite similar 

to the one previously reported. The absence of the N-terminal domain 

of FliM is not a surprise since it is known to be disordered in the 

context of soluble FliM [11]. In this case, proteolysis is not suspected 

based on substantial space in the electron density map within the unit 

cell. Based on the characterization of the complex in solution it seems 

like FliGm195 gets proteolized and it is very likely that the linker is 

being cleaved. Fortunately, we were able to obtain the complete 

FliMm195.  
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 The structure reported is at 3.5 Å resolution. Even though the 

resolution is not ideal, surprisingly, the electron density is quite good 

and molecular replacement worked pretty well. There was a great deal 

of effort to improve the quality of these crystals in order to obtain 

higher resolution. However, no data set better than 3.5 Å was able to 

be collected. The diffraction pattern showed anisotropy. Diffraction 

anisotropy is evidenced as a directional dependence in diffraction 

quality. These crystals diffracted to higher resolution in the horizontal 

direction than in the vertical direction. Diffraction anisotropy is 

commonly observed in protein crystallography, ranging from moderate 

to severe. It is attributed to whole-body anisotropic vibration of unit 

cells, for example crystal packing interactions being more uniform in 

one direction than another. This inherit characteristic of the crystals 

affected the R-factors but it did not hender the completeness of the 

crystal structure.  

 

Highly conserved residues are involved in FliGm195/FliMm 

interaction 

 During isolation of fliM mutations that suppress interaction-

disrupting fliG mutations [13] it was found that they are located in 

middle third of fliM, more specifically in the region close to the GGXG 

motif. Our structure shows FliGm195 bound to FliM through this 

motif. As mentioned in the previous chapter, this motif is highly 

conserved among several bacterial species (Figure 1.5). This glycine 

rich region is located in the loop α3-α1’ and looks like a linker that 
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connects the pseudosymmetric halves of FliMm. In the electron maps, 

the density of this region is weak indicating some mobility of this loop.  

 The Blair and Marykwas labs have confirmed two regions in FliG 

that interact with FliM using binding studies with pull down assays 

and two-hybrid mutation suppression analysis, respectively [13, 14]. 

One region is located in the middle domain in a highly conserved 

EHPQR motif (Figure 1.6). This motif is polar and also surface 

exposed, an ideal location to interact with another component. This 

motif is present in our FliGm195 fragment and it is in close contact 

with the GGXG motif of FliM (Figure 3.6). The second binding site on 

FliG is located at a hydrophobic patch. The residues in this area have 

conserved hydrophobic properties.  

 FliG middle domain EHPQR is considered the high affinity-

binding site while the hydrophobic region is considered the lower 

affinity-binding site [13]. Our structural studies include the high 

affinity-binding site. This suggests that failure during the 

crystallization of FliM with the middle and c-terminal domain of FliG 

might be caused by a labile interaction between FliM and the C-

terminal domain even when using the same crystallization conditions 

as of FliMm/FliGm195 complex. 

 Most FliM mutations identified using the two-hybrid interaction 

assay also affect switching bias and/or switching frequency. In 

addition, if a large residue is introduced in any of these two regions 

during the binding experiements, flagellar assembly or CW/CCW bias 

is affected. These observations imply that the interaction between FliM 

and FliG is crucial for flagellar assembly and switching. A model 
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suggesting how FliG and FliM are involved during switching is 

explained in detail in the next chapter.  

 

FliG “linker” peptide 

 The Blair lab determined the crystal structure of FliG middle 

and C-terminal domain in Thermotoga maritima [1]. The coordinates 

corresponding for the middle domain and the linker were used to solve 

our structure. The main difference between these two structures is the 

location of the FliG peptide that links the middle with the C-terminal 

domain. This linker with extended secondary structure is expected to 

be fairly flexible based on the presence of two consecutive highly 

conserved Gly residues between the linker and the c-terminal domain 

(not included in our FliGm195 fragment).  

 In the Blair structure this peptide is shown as an extended, rigid 

and completely solvent exposed α-helix. However this conformation is 

likely to be a crystallization artifact since it is stabilized by contacts 

with other FliG molecules in the unit cell. With the high number of 

hydrophobic residues (>30%), the likelihood that this peptide will be 

stable completely solvent exposed is low. This does not rule out that 

this linker can never be in this conformation, since it might be very 

flexible in solution.  

 In our structure this linker is in a collapsed conformation 

making contacts with the FliGm core predicting the location of FliG c-

terminal domain to be located at a very different place compared to 

Blair’s structure. These two conformations might be crucial for 

switching and the change in location or contacts of FliG c-terminal 
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domain might be responsible of transmitting the signal from FliM to 

the stators (MotAB) in order to generate torque. Mutations at the 

beginning of the linker show an extreme clockwise bias mutation [15]. 

In mutational studies, it was found that out of 26 CW-biased 

mutations, about half lay between positions 165-195 (linker) [16]. The 

implications of all these findings in addition with our structural data 

will be discussed in the next chapter.  

 

FliM-FliM self-association 

 Not only the interaction between FliM/FliG and FliM/FliN has 

being studied, but also self-association is a concept of a lot of interest 

in order to elucidate the switching mechanism [17, 18]. Self-

association has being observed between FliG/FliG, FliN/FliN and 

FliM/FliM during co-precipitation and co-isolation assays [18]. FliM 

self-association was suggested during deletion analysis where the FliM 

mutant phenotype was able to incorporate into the flagellar C-ring by 

probably interacting with WT FliM [19]. The C-terminal domain might 

be important not only to interact with FliN but also for oligomerization. 

The N-terminal 50 residues are important for switching but not 

essential for interaction with FliN or other FliM molecules.  

 Our structure reveals a FliM dimer that has 2-fold symmetry. 

This dimer is antiparallel, positioning the FliGm195 in opposite 

extremes. We do not have enough data to explain the relevance of this 

dimer and thus it could be a product of crystallization (read next 

section for more information). Park et al. studies suggested self-

association of FliM units forming a chain mediated by α1 and α2’ [11]. 
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This data reveals a parallel interaction between opposite faces.  A 

previous model for C-ring assembly was proposed based on cross-

linking data, functional analyses, and inter-subunit spacing within the 

C-ring. In the next chapter, I will present a new model based on FliM 

assembly in the C-ring with the addition of the FliGm195 and a 

hypothesized location for the FliG C-terminal domain.  

 

Electron Spin Resonance Studies of the Flagellar Switch Complex 

The Basics 

 ESR has many advantages compared to other techniques. 

Compared to x-ray crystallography and NMR, ESR requires small 

amounts of protein, there is no need for crystals, there is no concern 

about long-term protein stability at high concentration and large 

biomolecule or complex systems can be studied.  Compared to FRET, 

the ESR label is smaller and only requires one type of probe, usually a 

nitroxide derivative. Also ESR provides accurate distances between 

spins.  

 Applications of the technique had a drastic improvement after 

the development of site directed spin labeling.  This is a convenient 

method to attach ESR probes to cysteine residues on proteins [5, 20]. 

This label must reside in the surface of the protein in order to increase 

the likelihood of interaction between the spin label and the cysteine 

residue. All cysteine residues introduced to FliM and FliG were 

carefully selected to be surface exposed and in a position that is 

known not to be absolutely crucial for protein-protein interaction since 

we do not want to destroy FliM/FliG binding.  
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Evidence of FliM self-association using ESR spectroscopy 

 As mentioned previously, FliM-FliM self associates in the c-ring. 

This self-association is very likely to be crucial for switching. FliM 

might be in two different association states distinguishing the different 

CW and CCW CheY interaction modes. Our ESR studies reveal that 

FliM oligomerize only when both FliG domains, middle and c-terminal 

domains, are present (Figure 3.9). We know from the crystal structure 

that FliG middle domain binds to FliM middle domain. It appears that 

the FliG C-terminal domain is responsible to pulling together two FliM 

monomers by interacting with the adjacent molecule.  

 CheY WT (inactive) and phosphono-CheY affect FliM-FliM 

oligomerization (Figure 3.8 and 3.11). When labeled FliMnm167C is in 

the absence of CheY and in the presence of WT FliGmc, two species 

are present in the population, one at short distance and one at long 

distance. The addition of WT CheY changes the distribution of these 

species. More short distance distribution is observed suggesting that 

FliM oligomer is formed while the long distance decreases suggesting a 

rearrangement of the FliM subunits. The occupation increase in the 

short distance distribution indicates that the two spin labels from two 

molecules are coming close together. Because FliMnm167 is located on 

α1’, a close separation between two 167 sites suggests that a dimer 

very similar to the one in the crystal structure is being formed in the 

presence of phospho-CheY. 

 In the case of FliMnm121 (located at FliM α3) there are spin-

spin separations only at long distance, where as for FliMnm60C 
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(located at α1) we observe well-separated distances at both short and 

long distance. In FliMnm121, oligomerization of FliM exists even in the 

absence of CheY, opposite to the case of FliMnm60, which shows very 

little oligomer in the absence of CheY. Since, FliMnm60 is located at 

the interface of the crystallographic dimer and the population at short 

distances increases with phosphono-CheY, we suggest that in the 

presence of phosphono-CheY (activated) the population of the 

crystallographic dimer increases. More details about FliM self-

association will be discussed in the next chapter.   

 

FliG c-terminal re-arrangement  

 During these experiments spin labeled FliGmc are used in the 

presence of unlabeled FliM. Both FliMmc spin label sites are located at 

the C-terminal domain. In both cases, FliG self-assembles 

independently of the presence of CheY and its activation state.  In the 

case of FliG274, this spin label is located in the helix next to the helix 

in FliGc that has charged residues that interact with the stator 

(MotAB) and thus, are important for flagellar rotation. When activated 

CheY (i.e. phosphono-CheY) is added the population of species that 

give FliG-FliG distances from this position decreases. In contrast, 

when phosphono-CheY is added to FliG305 in the presence of WT 

FliM, the signal increases and more of these oligomer species are 

observed. These observations suggest that the FliG C-terminal domain 

undergoes subunit rearrangement. Interestingly, this data agrees with 

Blair’s cross-linking experiments of the FliG C-terminal domain [21].  
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Figure 3.14 Blair’s hypothesis based on small rotation of FliCc 
agrees with the ESR data. A) Overall arrangement of FliG subunits 
flagellum. B) Rotation of FliGc bringing together positions 297, 298, 
and 299, which are close to the residue spin-labeled 305. The location 
of residue 274 is close to the region of FliGc that moves farther apart 
(see arrows). Figure from [21].  

 

They obtain the highest yield of cross-linking between residues that 

are close to position 305 on one end of the ridge. They explain the 

difference in cross-linking yield at the opposite ends of the ridge by 

suggesting that residues close to FliG305 comes together while 

simultaneously residues close to FliG274 are brought apart in a small 

rotation-like movement (Figure 3.14). 
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CHAPTER 4 

MODELING THE FLAGELLAR MOTOR SWITCHING MECHANISM 

 

4.1 FliM, FliN and FliG location 

 Three-dimensional (3D) maps of the flagellar rotor are available 

thanks to the collection of electron cryomicrographs images. Using 

these images and all the mutational, biochemical and x-ray 

crystallographic data available, we are able to suggest a model for the 

flagellar motor switching mechanism. It is not well understood yet 

where exactly in the motor all these components are located. A 

consensus mechanism cannot be proposed because too many 

variables need to be taken into consideration such as variations within 

bacterial species, whose flagellar architecture might change depending 

on location and number of flagella, which flagellar motor components 

are present in their genome and even the type of motility employed. 

 There is a very long observed and studied (even impressive) 

image of the flagellar motor that I have not shown until now (Figure 

4.1a). This figure shows several main structures of the flagellar motor, 

including the C-ring where the switch complex is located. The C-ring 

looks like a drum-shape feature. The area that looks like a distorted Y-

shape, is predicted to be the switch complex. Scientists suggest that 

the thinner region must me FliM, while the large blub or donut shape 

area must be FliN tetrater (oligomer seen in solution). The region on 

the top seems to have more than one domain and has been implicated 

to be FliG. At this location FliG can interact simultaneously with the 

MS (next structural feature seen above), with the FliM and the stator.  
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Figure 4.1 Ultrastructure of the flagellar basal body. A) EM average 
image of a single basal body of Salmonella showing the different 
structural features[1]. B) Schematic view of the flagellar basal body 
based on the EM image, roughly guessing where each of the flagellar 
switch complex components are located. C) Two hypothesis: #1(on 
top)- C terminal FliG makes up the inner lobe of the C-ring while the 
outer lobe would be a domain of FliM and #2 (lower one)- motor 
domain of FliG is in the outer lobe of the C-ring, where it can interact 
with both FliM and MotAB. [2-5]  

 

 

 In both hypothesis 1 and 2 (Figure 4.1c), they placed only FliGc 

interacting with FliMm while in hypothesis #2, FliGm is interacting 

with the MS ring. Based on our studies, we suggest that FliGm be 

located on top of FliM, while FliGn is interacting with the MS ring. 

FliGc is more difficult to locate in an EM average image, since we 

suspect that FliGc sometimes interacts with FliMm and sometimes 

directly with MotAB. Also, there may be molecules with one 

conformation (down interacting with FliM) while other molecules will 

have the more up-conformation interacting with MotAB.  

 People have been underestimating the size and occupancy of 

FliG N-terminal domain. These hypotheses are not taking in 
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consideration more than 100 residues that are not present in the 

FliGmc crystal structure. This domain might be the one responsible for 

most of the density in the EM images located close to the MS ring. A 

very recent EM study on Borellia, suggests for the first time the 

location of FliGn.  

 

4.2 Molecular Mechanism of Flagellar Motor Switching 

 Chemotaxis is an amazing signaling transduction system that 

allows the bacterium to detect and respond to extremely small changes 

in stimulus over a wide range of background intensity with high 

sensitivity [6]. Biological sensing and regulatory systems are effective 

because of two properties, the ability to generate amplified responses 

to low levels of stimuli and the ability to adapt to changing levels of 

stimuli. During amplification, enhancement of the signal is involved. 

When the system is more sensitive to stimulus than the usual type of 

Michaelis-Menten binding (hyperbolic sensitivity) then it is called 

ultrasensitive [7]. Is very characteristic of ultrasensitivity to have a 

steep input-output relation [8]. A molecular mechanism for achieving 

ultrasensitivity is cooperativity. One possible source of cooperativity is 

at the level of the flagellar motors where CheY-P binding might be 

involved [9]. 

 Cluzel et al. studied the bias of individual motors in single cells 

as a function of CheY-P concentration [8]. They found that when CW 

bias for individual cells was plotted versus the internal concentration 

of CheY-P it showed a sigmoid curve very distinctive of ultrasentivitity. 

Having ~34 FliM molecules in the switch, this can be visualize as 
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having ~34 binding sites for CheY. A cooperative binding process 

between CheY-P molecules and FliM could provide an explanation to 

the threshold effect, however Cluzel’s experiments did not provide 

enough information to discern if the binding of CheY-P to the motor 

causes the amplification or if amplification happens within the switch 

itself. Research studies from the Eisenbach and Berg labs, found no 

cooperative binding of CheY-P to the switch suggesting that the 

chemotactic signal is indeed amplified within the switch [10, 11].  An 

allosteric transition between the rotational states of the switch is 

suggested. The uniformity of the motor characteristic suggests that 

some of the structural features of the motors may be rather tightly 

regulated. In this aspect an allosteric transition model, like the one 

suggested by the Berg lab, would make sense.  

 In this section, I will make the case that we are approaching 

understanding the structural elements within the flagellar switch 

complex that provide an explanation for how cooperativity maybe 

generated within the motor. Ultimately, the signal must travel trough 

the cytoplasm and reach the flagellar motor exactly at the switch 

complex in order to induce a change in the rotation of the flagella. This 

signal also has to be terminated in order to go back to pre-stimulus 

state and be able to sense the most minimum change in the 

environment. Other chemotaxis components are in charge of the 

termination of the signal and their involvement will not be discussed 

in this section. I will mostly focus on the signal-amplification-output 

based on the x-ray crystallography and ESR experiments reported in 

this dissertation and also the collection of data already published.  
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Amplification at the switch level: Implications of FliM self-

association 

 As shown in Chapter 2, FliM self-associates both in-solution and 

in the crystal structure. The ESR data in this study provides evidence 

to suggest a symmetric dimer where each monomer is interacting 

through similar surfaces. This dimer could resemble the antiparallel 

dimer seen in our structure. This conclusion is based on the short 

distance distributions formed in the presence of CheY activated or 

inactive depending on the position of the label. It is still challenging to 

visualize how FliGm could be located at opposite sides, given the 

current understanding of the switch complex assembly state. It might 

suggest that only a few dimers are arranged antiparallel while the 

others are either parallel facing same faces or parallel facing the 

opposite face. The re-arrangement and disengagement of the FliM 

dimers could be a drastic large-scale re-orientation that could produce 

the change of direction of flagellar rotation or switching. 

 We have mutational and crosslinking data that suggests the 

FliM self-association interface is α1 in one monomer and α2’ in the 

other monomer (Figure 4.2) [12]. Efficient crosslinking of residues 

57/185 and 64/185 Cys pairs, located in these two helices, indicates 

that adjacent FliM subunits in the C-ring are in close contact through 

these residues in an arrangement where they are parallel and facing 

opposite sides to form a chain of self-associated FliM monomers. It 

may be that both parallel and antiparallel dimers co-exist and 

correlate to CW or CCW states. In E.coli, for example, CheY-P has a 

preference to CW motors.  
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 In a model of FliMm/FliGm195, where the FliM self-associates in 

the same way proposed by Park et al., the position of the FliGm195 

agrees very well with the crosslinking experiments done by the Blair 

lab (Figure 4.2)[4]. Residues that show efficient crosslinking are 

located in helices A and E. The spacing between the FliGm195 

subunits is within the typical separation between β-carbons of di-

sulfide-bonded Cys residues.  

 

 
Figure 4.2 ModelI:Assembly of FliMm and FliGm195 based on Park 
et al. model for FliM assembly.  Previous crosslinking experiments 
have suggested that FliM (blue) self-assembly interface includes 
specific residues on  α2’ and α1. If FliGm195 (pink) is added to the 
FliM-FliM model keeping the interactions at FliM loop α3-α1’  (just like 
the structure) then FliGm195 proximity agrees with Blair’s 
crosslinking interactions FliG. Crosslinking between the residues 117 
and 120 on A and 166 and 170 on E are within the range for a 
disulfide bond, if FliG is fixed by the FliM interactions.  
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 The binding of CheY-P might induce conformational changes in 

FliM. How can we couple the CheY-P binding event with signal 

propagation from FliM to FliG in order to trigger the switch between 

CW and CCW? And how is then this signal propagated from FliG to the 

stator MotAB in order to generate torque? The following new model 

addresses these issues.  

 

Previous flagellar switch complex models 

 The flagellar switch complex is being extensively studied by 

several research groups, providing a large amount of data from 

crosslinking experiments, yeast hybrid assays, EM, x-ray 

crystallography, etc. Despite all this effort, the mechanism of how 

CheY-P switches the motor remains uncertain. It is substantial 

challenge to organize all this information in order to determine where 

each component of the switching located and how through direct or 

indirect interactions and how CheY-P affects these interactions. 

 It is known that CheY-P is the cytoplasmic component that 

contacts FliM in the switch complex. Many studies, including NMR 

and x-rays crystallographic studies, focus on the conserved FliM N-

terminal domain peptide (first 16 residues) as a domain of interaction 

with CheY. Recent NMR studies, reported for the first time another site 

of interaction on FliM for CheY binding [13]. This data found that 

hydrophobic patch at the C-terminus of α2 helix on FliM serves as 

another site of interaction for CheY (Figure 4.3). As mentioned before, 

this α2 is involved in FliM-FliM interaction. There is a shared region 

on FliM that during the NMR studies is found to be perturbed by both 
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FliGc and activated CheY. Based on these observations they proposed 

a molecular mechanism of CheY-promoted switching where FliGc 

interacts with FliMm and then gets displaced after the interaction of 

CheY with the same region.  

 

 
Figure 4.3 FliM regions of interaction. A shared surface of FliMm is 
affected when CheY and FliGc bind. Regions perturbed during NMR 
studies when activated CheY binds are shown as red spheres. The 
ones perturbed by FliGc are yellow spheres and the ones shares by 
both are cyan spheres. This figure was taken from [13].  

 

New Flagellar switching model 

 Our crystal structure and biochemical studies provide new 

insights into a more complete model for the molecular mechanism of 

flagellar motor switching. First, the FliMm and FliGc195 molecules are 

arranged as described previously. For easier visualization, Figure 4.4, 

shows a chain of three FliMm molecules each in complex with 
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FliGm195. The FliG C-terminal domain (FliGc) is modeled into the 

crystal structure of FliMm/FliGm195. Two of the FliGc are modeled 

interacting with the adjacent FliMm. Based on FliM and FliG 

stoichiometry (26 FliG and 34 FliM) 1/3 of the FliG should interact 

with two FliM molecules. FliMm must be occupied first by FliGm since 

this domain contains the high affinity binding site and EHPQR binding 

motif. The interaction of the 1/3 FliG molecules with an adjacent FliM 

through the lower affinity binding site on FliGc may be involved in 

stabilization of the FliM-FliM oligomerization holding adjacent 

subunits together. This assumption might explain why during ESR 

experiments FliM oligomerization was observed in solution only when 

both the middle and C-terminal domains of FliG were present. I note 

that based on the stoichiometry and low/high affinity binding sites, 

most FliGc must be interacting by default the stator.  

 When activated CheY (CheY-P) binds to FliM N-terminal peptide 

(FliMn) it gets recruited towards the middle domain of FliM taking 

advantage of the flexible linker between FliMn and FliMm. The spatial 

orientation of this interaction is in the inner feature of the C-ring. 

When CheY binds to FliMm it induces a re-arrangement of FliGc. FliG 

C-terminal domain then interacts with the stator. In order to interact 

with MotAB, FliGc has to move from the inner section of the C-ring to 

the more outer surface of the C-ring. This model agrees that the 

surface of interaction of FliGc with FliM is oriented in opposite side to 

the conserved charge residues that interact with MotA.  
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Figure 4.4 Proposed molecular mechanism of CheY-promoted 
flagellar motor switching The FliG C-terminal domain (FliGc) is 
modeled into the crystal structure of FliMm/FliGm195. Two of the 
FliGc are modeled interacting with the adjacent FliMm. As the 
concentration of CheY P increase, CheY-P interacts with FliMn and 
then with FliMm. The interaction of CheY-P with FliMM displaces the 
FliGc domain from its binding site on FliMM. This requires a large-
scale reorientation of the FliGc domain, modifying the proximal 
surface of FliGc relative to the stator components that generate torque 
and are anchored to the membrane and peptidoglycan. This event 
might reverse the rotational sense of the motor.  
 

If the re-arrangement is more like a flip motion, the right surface of 

interaction will be accessible for the stator. This movement of FliGc 

might be possible thanks to the flexible linker that connects this 

domain to FliGm. This flexibility is unique feature due to the existence 

of two highly conserved Gly residues between the linker and FliGc. It is 

still debatable if FliGc domain movement is a complete displacement 

as Dyer et al. suggests, or if it is more likely to be a subtle 
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displacement as the ESR and crosslinking experiments suggest. Either 

way movement of this domain could be responsible for the switching 

mechanism.  

 We suggest that the binding of CheY-P at FliM interface can be 

expected to affect motor bias, probably affecting the arrangement of 

the FliM oligomer state and position of the FliGc binding domain. ESR 

experiments suggest that CheY and CheY-P produce a re-arrangement 

of FliM molecules sometimes increasing the population of FliM-FliM 

oligomers.  

 

4.3 Conclusion 

 One thing to note is that these models are derived from 

speculations based on the crystal structures of fragments of the switch 

complex components. Not only they are not full-length structures but 

also they are from Thermotoga maritima, while most of the EM images 

are from other organisms. Moreover, the oligomeric states found in the 

crystal structure often assumed to be relevant to the intact motor, and 

this is debatable. We are still in the need of more full-length crystal 

structures of the components and also crystal structures of more 

complexes. More crystal structures in combination with well developed 

and advanced imaging techniques such as electron cryomicrography 

will be crucial in order to understand where these components are 

located. Also it is about time to look more closely at other bacterial 

species. 
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APPENDIX A 

BACTERIAL CHEMOTAXIS STUDIES IN 

 DIFFERENT BACTERIAL MODELS 

 

Flagellar homologues 

A good strategy to study and reconstitute the switch complex is to 

use proteins from different organisms and also clone fragments of 

different lengths. This strategy can increase the chances of successful 

crystallization.  I have cloned, expressed and purified several 

frangments and full length constructs of FliM, FliN, FliG and FliY 

(FliY/N) from Thermotoga maritima (TM), Bacillus subtilis (BS) and 

Geobacillus stearothermophilus (GS). Stable complexes of FliM/FliN, 

FliM/FliN/FliY and FliM/FliN/FliG have been produced and 

characterized (Figure A1a). Tables A1 and A2 show a summary of the 

fragments successfully cloned, expressed and/or purified. Figure A1a 

shows different complexes and how well they behave in solution.  

Figure A1b, shows a size exclusion chromatography profile 

characterizing different full length constructs from BA and GS.   

 In addition to the flagellar switch complex components, I also 

cloned, expressed and purified the response regulator CheY from TM 

and BS. The full length FliY from Bacillus anthracis was provided by 

our collaborators in the Ordal lab in University of Illinois at Urbana 

Champaign (see Appendix B for more information).  
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Table A1 Flagellar Switch Complex full length and fragment 
components cloned from Thermotoga maritima using different 
expression vectors 

 

Construct  Residues MW (kDa) Vector 

TMFliMFL 1-328 37.9 pET28 
TMFliMFL 1-328 37.9 pAED4 
TMFliM242 1-242 16.6 pET28 
TMFliM249 1-249 17.3 pET28 
TMFliM-45 46-242 22.8 pET28 
TMFliMC 44-226 21.0 pET28 
TMFliMN 252-328 8.6 pET28 
TMFliN 1-154 17.6 pET28 
TMFliN 1-154 17.6 pSBETa 
TMFliN 1-154 17.6 pAED4 
TMFliN 23-154 15.1 pET28 
TMFliN 23-154 15.1 pSBETa 
TMFliG 1-184 20.6 pJY5 
TMFliG 1-170 18.9 pJY5 
TMFliG 1-195 21.9 pSK8 
TMFliG 1-195 21.9 pAED4 
TMFliG 104-334 26.2 pSK8 
TMFliG 104-334 26.2 pET16.b 

TMFliGm 117-169 5.9 pET28 
TMFliGm 117-195 8.9 pET28 
TMFliGc 180-335 17.8 pET28 
TMFliGc 195-335 16.1 pET28 
TMFliGc 209-335 14.7 pET28 
TMFliGMC 115-327 24.2 pET28 
TMFliGMC 115-327 24.2 pACYCDuet-1 
TMFliGMC 115-327 24.2 pSBETa 
TMFliY 1-162 17.4 pET28 
TMFliY 1-162 17.4 pACYCDuet-1 

TMFliYFL 1-343 38.0 pET28 
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Figure A1 a) FliM/FliN, FliM/FliN/FliY and FliM/FliN/FliG complexes 
were reconstituted using size exclusion chromatography. b) Full length 
proteins in Bacillus subtilis and g. stearothermophilus behave express 
well even when some form aggregates (large void peak).  
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Table A2 Flagellar Switch Complex full length and fragment 
components and non-flagellar homologs cloned from Bacillus 
subtilis, Geobacillus stearothermophilus, Bacillus anthracis and 
Myxococcus xanthus using different expression vectors 
 
 

Construct Residues 
MW 

(kDa) 
Vector 

BSFliM 1-332 37.5 pET28 
BSFliG 1-338 38.2 pET28 
BSFliY 1-378 41.1 pET28 
BSFliY 1-186 19.8 pET28 
BSFliN 187-378 21.2 pET28 
BSFliN 237-378 15.7 pET28 
GSFliM 1-334 37.8 pET28 
GSFliG 1-339 38.2 pET28 
GSFliY 1-393 42.0 pET28 
BaFliY 1-546 61.0 pBluescriptSK 
BaFliY 1-546 61.0 pET28 
DifD 1-122 13.1 pQE-32 
DifD 1-122 13.1 pET28 
DifG 1-200 20.6 pQE32 
DifG 1-200 20.6 pET28 

 

 

 
Non-flagellar homologues 

 DifG is FliY/CheC/CheX homolog in Myxococcus xanthus while 

DifD has homology with CheY [1-3]. These genes are essential for 

gliding motility. There is evidence that suggests that DifD interacts 

with the CheA homolog DifE. It is unknown how DifD interacts with 

the gliding motors. Having a structure of DifG/DifD complex will be a 

major step forward in elucidating the phosphatase mechanism of  
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 Figure A3 DifD and DifG protein purification and crystallization. 
a) Size exclusion chromatography profile and SDS gel of the profile 
peaks. b) Crystal needles of DifD and DifG in the presence of BeF3-, 0.2 
Ammonium sulfate and15% PEG4K. 
 
 

 

CheC/CheX/FliY family.  Our collaborators from Yang Lab at Virginia 

Polytechnical Institute provided these constructs. These proteins were 

expressed and purified (Figure A3a). Crystal needles were obtain from 

the a mix 1:1 of DifD and DifG in the presence of BeF3-   (Figure A3b) . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

A B 
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APPENDIX B 

THE FLIN/FLIY DILEMMA 

 

The main goal of my research has being to reconstitute the 

flagellar switch complex. As mentioned previously, I have been able to 

reconstitute a stable complex composed of FliM, FliN and FliG from 

Thermotoga maritima. In this process, I discovered an overlooked 

feature of FliN protein.   

The two flagellar switch proteins FliM and FliN have sequence 

homology with FliY, which is assumed to be localize at the flagellar 

basal body[1]. FliY gene was first isolated from B. subtilis, whose 

product shows similarities to both FliN anf FliM [2]. In this organism, 

FliN has being replaced by FliY, which is twice as longer and 

sometimes refered as to FliY/N. The last 100 residues at the C-

terminus have sequence homology with E.coli FliN. A plasmid-borne 

fliY gene can restore motility to Salmonella fliN mutant, suggesting 

that FliY can function in the role of FliN [2]. The N-terminus domain is 

quite similar to the N-terminus domain of FliM, more specifically the 

residues 6-15. This region has being identified in FliM as CheY binding 

domain.  

FliY and FliM also share structural homology with the CheY-P 

phosphatases, CheX and CheC. Phylogenic studies by Kirby et.al., 

indicated a common ancestry for CheC/CheX proteins and flagellar 

switch protein FliM and FliY [3]. In B. subtilis, FliY/N functions as 

CheY-P phosphatase [4, 5]. As shown in Figure B2, FliM has a central 

domain homologous to CheC and a C-terminal domain homologous to 
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FliN. FliM lacks the EIGN dephosphorylation motif present in the CheC 

phosphatase family.  FliM and FliY/FliN have a CheY-P binding 

domain that CheX and CheC lack. The structure of FliM central 

domain shares the same topology as the CheC phosphatase family 

(Figures B1 and B2) with a main difference in the  α2 helix [6]. FliY is 

the only component of the flagellar switch complex whose crystal 

structure has yet to be determined. The exact location of FliY in the 

switch complex is unknown. Why there is phosphate located in the 

flagellar motor is also unknown. It has been hypothesize that FliY 

constitutively remove CheY-P around the flagellar switch to maintain 

CheY-P concentration at the optimum level [4].  

 
 

Figure B1 Structure of FliM reveals homology to the CheC/CheX 
phosphatase family. Pseudo-2-fold axes relate one-half of the 
monomer units (white) to the other (tan). The α2′/βx′ regions (orange), 
which differ in structure among the three proteins, dimerize CheX, 
associate CheC with CheD, and mediate FliM self-interactions. The 
conserved, but disordered, GGXG motif links the two halves of FliM. 
Figure from [6]. 
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Confusion can occur because genes for FliY/N fusion proteins 

can be annotated as either FliY, FliN, or FliY/N. We can find 

organisms with only FliN, only FliY/N and some even contain both 

FliN and FliY (Table 2B). In the case of T.maritima, the Blair lab cloned 

the FliN gene from FliY2 (one of two genes annotated as FliY).  

 

 
Figure B2 Domain organization for the CheC/CheX/FliY 
phosphatase family in T.maritima, B.subtilis and B.anthracis. 
Purple segments represent the CheC homology region; green segments 
represent the FliN homology region. FliY/N and FliM contain an N-
terminal peptide that binds CheY-P (black). CheC, CheX, and FliY/N 
contain dephosphorylation centers (white stars with conserved 
residues above), but FliM does not. Most FliY/N proteins follow the 
domain architecture of bsFliY/N. TmFliY is being studied as a 
truncated protein 
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My recent cloning of full length FliY from Thermotoga maritima 

proved that there is a mistake in the annotation of the genome (Figure 

B3). The fliY gene is labeled as one with an authentic frameshift 

mutation, where one nucleotide is missing. Taking a closer look at the 

sequence as it is annotated, all reading frames result in stop signals 

impeding the expression of a full length protein. If a guanine nucletide 

is added as shown in Figure B4, then the sequence reads as complete 

transcribable gene. Primers were designed in order to add this 

nucleotide by PCR Quickchange mutation reaction using T. maritima 

genome DNA was performed. Interestingly, the clone which 

Quickchange mutation was not performed (no addition of nucleotide) 

also resulted in a full length FliY gene as well, indicating that the 

guanine was always present and the annotation was incorrect.  

 
Figure B3 FliY is annotated as an authentic frameshif mutant. 
Print-screen of Thermotoga maritima MSB8 Genome webpage showing 
the still mistakenly annotated FliY.  
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Figure B4 FliYFL cloning and mutation.   
 

 After cloning, expressing and purifing the full length FliY from 

Thermotoga maritima, stable complexes of FliM/FliYFL  FliM/FliG/FliYFL 

were produced and characterized using size exclusion chromatography 

(Figure B5). All previous research on FliY is based on the short and 

mistakenly cloned gene. The new full length FliY resemble the fusion of  

the short FliY fragment and FliN. This finding revealed that FliN is 

actually the C-terminus of the full length FliY in T.maritima and not a 

individually expressed protein. Studying this full length FliY will 

provide better understanding of how CheY-P interacts with its 

phosphatases and also how CheY interacts with FliM to induce 

switching.  
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Figure B5 Size exclusion chromatography profiles of FliY full 
length and other flagellar switch complex components. These 
experiments provide evidence of interaction between the flagellar 
switch complex components using the new full length FliY. 

 

Another FliY full-length fragment that I have studyed is from 

Bacillus anthracis , the expression plasmid for which was kindly 

provided by our collaborators in the Ordal lab in University of Illinois 

at Urbana Champaign. The gene of this particular FliY has two copies 

of the CheC-like domain (Figure B6). Small needle-like crystals were 

obtained for this construct (Figure B7). Several attempts were 

performed in order to increase the size and quality of these crystals. 

These attempts include use of different salts, buffers, pH, protein and 

precipitant concentration and use of macroseeding and additive screen  

In order to continue optimizing the BaFliY crystals, several fragments 

have been cloned ( Table B1).  
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Figure B6 Bacillus anthracis has two CheC domains and one FliN 
domain. Two separate CheC domains (purple) and one FliN (green) can 
be identified after sequence analysis. This FliY then contains four 
separate phosphatase active sites (red). 
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Figure B7 BaFliY crystal needles and SDS-PAGE gel showing 
highly pure and well express protein. Needles grew from 0.1 M 
K2SO4, 0.1M Tris pH 8 and 18 % PEG. 
 
 
Table B1 Summary of re-cloning strategy of BaFliY. See Figure B6 
for easier visualization  
 
 

 

BaFliY clone Residues Strategy 

BaFliY1 20-546 

Starting where TMCheC homologous 
region until the end of sequence, 
eliminating the N-term which has no 
homology to TMFliM or TMFliY (no N-
term CheY binding peptide).  

BaFliY2 20-404 
Starting at same position as BaFliY1 
and ending right before the homology 
region with FliN starts.  

BaFliY3 20-471 

Starting at same position as BaFliY1 
and 2 and ending right after the region 
(if aligned with FliN) that we don't have 
structural information for FliN  

BaFliY4 1-404 
Starting at residue #1 of the FL and 
ending right before homology region of 
FliN starts  

BaFliY5 1-471 

Also starting at residue #1 of the FL 
and ending right after the region of 
FliN that we don't have structural 
information  

MW  

BaFliY 
61.0 kDa 
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Table B2 Bacterial species predicted to contain both 
FliY and FliN [7]  
 
 

 

Recent studies in Helicobacter pylori, showed that both fliN and fliY 

are needed for wild-type levels of flagellation even when they are 

partially redundant [7]. The same group performed a protein sequence 

analysis to identify all microbial species carrying FliY proteins and 

which ones also contained FliN (Table B2). It will be interesting to 

characterize putative switch genes outside of the model organisms 

E.coli, Salmonella species and B.subtilis.  
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APPENDIX C 

THERMOTOGA MARITIMA CHEY DEACTIVATION * 

 

Introduction 

CheY is the response regulator of the chemotaxis system. After 

phosphorylation by CheA, it travels through the cytoplasm until 

interacting with the switch complex of the flagellar motor to induce a 

change in the flagellar rotation. In order to return to the pre-stimulus 

state, CheY must loose the phosphate group. The CheY-phosphate is 

not stable. Even when it hydrolyzes in a short period of time (~20 

seconds)[1], other proteins called phophatases are needed for a rapid 

termination of the signal. Whereas as E. coli contain a CheY 

phosphatase, CheZ, most other bacteria do not. Instead many bacteria 

contain CheC, CheX and CheD.  

We have used phosphorylation assays and x-ray crystallography 

to determine that CheC and CheX are the phosphatases in Thermatoga 

maritima. CheC and CheX have a unique fold and active center 

compared to the other known phosphatase families (Figure C1). I 

showed using radioactive assays that CheC phosphatase activity is 

enhanced by CheD, which was known previously to deaminate 

glutamines in the receptor.  Interestingly, CheX activity is stronger 

than CheC. My mutagenesis studies of CheC and CheX have 

implicated an essential Asn residue that has to be involved in CheY-P  

 

* This data was published in part in [2] 
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dephosphorylation. CheC, CheX and CheD are found in a 

number of human pathogens that require chemotaxis to be infectious. 

Thus, these proteins signaling systems that mediate chemotaxis are 

potential targets for antimicrobial drug development against diseases 

such as Lyme disease.  

 

Figure C1 A) Domain organization for the CheC/CheX/FliY 
phosphatase family and FliM flagellar motor component, B) 
Crystal structures of FliM and the phosphatases CheC and CheX.  

 

 

Methods and materials 

Radioactive Dephosphorylation assays 

CheA (18 μM) was autophosphorylated by incubation with 0.05 μM 

[γ-32P] ATP (1.5 μl of 3000 Ci/mmol, 10 μCi/μl, Perkin-Elmer) and 20 

μM cold ATP for 15 min in a total volume of 100 μl TKM buffer (50 mM 

Tris [pH 8.5], 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2). The autophosphorylated CheA 

(CheA-32P) was then added to premixed protein solutions, resulting in 

final concentration of 11.8 μM CheA-32P, 32.9 μM CheY, 4.24 μM CheC 

(native or mutants), 6.1 μM CheD, or 2.8–5.6 μM CheX. After 3 min of 

incubation, 10 μl of 2× SDS buffer containing 50 mM EDTA was added 

A B 
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to quench each reaction. The proteins were separated on a 4%–20% 

Tris-glycine SDS-PAGE, and then transferred to an Immuno-Blot 

PVDF membrane (blotted for 30 min at 100 V using transfer buffer [25 

mM Tris, 192 mM glycine]). The PVDF membrane was exposed to film 

and the film was later developed. Protein concentrations were taken 

from the calculated extinction coefficients at 280 nm based on 

aromatic amino acid content and verified by the RC/DC assay 

(BioRad). Equal concentrations of CheC mutants were assured by 

SDS-PAGE and the RC/DC assay. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Deactivation: Activities of CheC and CheX toward CheY-P 

We tested the effects of T. maritima CheC, CheX, and CheD on T. 

maritima CheA-P and CheY-P. As typical of CheA proteins at 25°C, T. 

maritima CheA autophosphorylates itself prior to transferring 

phosphate to CheY (Figure C2A and C2B) Despite reports that B. 

subtilis CheC and CheA interact in a yeast two-hybrid assay, T. 

maritima CheC, CheX, and CheD had no effect on CheA 

autophosphorylation or dephophosphorylation. We also saw no 

evidence for CheC, CheD, or CheX phosphorylation by CheA or CheY. 

However, CheX and CheC (but not CheD) dephosphorylated CheY, 

with CheX having greater activity than CheC (Figure C2B). On addition 

of CheD, CheC activity increased substantially and dephosphorylated 

all of the CheY-P present in our assay. At the shortest time measured, 

both CheX and CheC/CheD depleted not only all of the CheY-P but 

also all of the CheA-P, which likely results from a large increase in the 
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steady-state concentration of unphosphorylated CheY (FigureC2B). We 

were unable to detect an effect of CheC or CheX on the T. maritima 

CheB methylesterase (which contains a CheY-like domain), due to the 

short lifetime of CheB-aspartyl-phosphate (data not shown). 

 CheC single-point mutants of Glu13, Asn16, Glu112, or Asn115 

(all to Ser) and the double mutants, Glu13Ser/Glu112Ser and 

Asn16Ser/Asn115, all reduced CheY phosphatase activity to a nearly 

undetectable amount (i.e., increased CheY-P in the assay to a level 

similar to that seen with no CheC present) (Figure C2). Thus, because 

of low CheC activity in the absence of CheD, it is difficult to 

distinguish the effects of the single mutants from those of the double 

mutants (data not shown). However, on the addition of CheD, activities 

of all single mutants increase to levels greater than that of wild-type 

CheC alone, and differential effects of the double mutants become 

apparent (Figure C2B and C2C). In the presence of CheD, the 

Asn115Ser mutant displays less activity than wild-type or the 

Asn16Ser mutant, but more activity than the Asn16Ser/Asn115Ser 

double mutant, which shows little or no activity (Figure C2B and C2C). 

The Glu13/Glu112 double mutant also has reduced activity in the 

presence of CheD, but exceeds the activity of CheC alone (Figure C2B 

and C2C). Both CheC double mutants, Glu13/Glu112 and 

Asn16/Asn115, have the same affinity for CheD as wild-type 

(dissociation constant KD = 0.9–1.4 μM, and stoichiometry n = 0.85–

1.1 CheC/CheD by isothermal titration calorimetry); thus, these 

conserved residues do not solely mediate activation by binding CheD. 
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Figure C2 Activities of T. maritima CheC, CheX, and CheD* 
(A) Flow of phosphate followed in the experiments shown in (B)–(C). 
(B) Autophosphorylated CheA (CheA-32P) in the absence or presence of 
CheY, CheC, CheD, CheX, and CheC double mutants Glu13Ser + 
Glu112Ser (CheC dmE) or Asn16Ser + Asn115Ser (CheC dmN). Only 
CheY dephosphorylates CheA (lane 2). Both CheX (lane 10) and CheC 
(lane 6) reduce the amount of CheY-P, although CheX has much 
greater activity as no CheY-P remains in its presence. CheD activates 
CheC (lane 12) to roughly the same level as CheX (lane 10). CheC dmE 
and CheC dmN do not noticeably dephosphorylate CheY (lanes 7 and 
8); however, CheD partially rescues the activity of dmE (lane 13), but 
not dmN (lane 14). 
(C) Effects of CheC mutants on CheY-P in the presence of CheD. 
Bands corresponding to CheY-P after transfer from 
autophosphorylated CheA (CheA-32P). Lanes 1–7 are controls as 
designated; lanes 8–13 are CheA+CheY+CheD+CheC mutants: 
Glu13Ser, Glu112Ser, Glu13Ser/Glu112Ser, Asn16Ser, Asn115Ser, 
and Asn16Ser/Asn115Ser, respectively. Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE 
gel showing that the concentrations of the CheC mutants are 
equivalent. 
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Each conserved residue pair, Glu13/Asn16 or Glu112/Asn115, likely 

participates directly in CheY dephosphorylation, with the Asn residues 

being more critical for activity. Although the two centers reside on the 

same face of CheC they are far enough separated to each form distinct 

binding sites for CheY-P. In the presence of CheD, only the 

Asn16/Asn115 CheC double mutant increases CheY-P levels to those 

seen in the absence of CheC, whereas any one of the single mutants, 

with CheD, significantly reduces CheY-P levels. Thus, CheC appears to 

have two pseudosymmetric active sites, each marked by conserved Glu 

and Asn residues and each independently capable of 

dephosphorylating CheY. However, the mutagenesis studies also 

suggest that the Glu112/Asn115 active site is more active than the 

Glu13/Asn16 site (Figure C2), which is not surprising given the 

different overall residue compositions in these two regions. 
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